The scalar mode temperature fluctuations of the cosmic microwave background has been derived in a spatially closed universe from two different methods. First, by following the photon trajectory after the last scattering and then from the Boltzmann equation in a closed background and the line of sight integral method. An analytic expression for the temperature multipole coefficient has been extracted at the hydrodynamical limit, where we have considered some tolerable approximations. By considering a realistic set of cosmological parameters taken from a fit to data from Planck, the TT power spectrum in the scalar mode for the closed universe has been compared with numerical one by using the CAMB code and also latest observational data. The analytic result agrees with the numerical one on almost all scales. The peak positions are in very good agreement with numerical result while the peak heights agree with that to within 10% due to the approximations have been considered for this derivation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cosmological parameters of the standard big bang model can be determined or considerably constrained by comparing the predictions of theoretical cosmological models with the data on the CMB by observation, such as WMAP and Planck. The theoretical derivation of the spectra of the CMB temperature anisotropies and polarizations has been archived by sophisticated numerical calculation codes such as CAMB [1] and CMBFAST [2] that give the spectra C XX , which involves several cosmological parameters. However, analytical studies give us a great insight into the problem for understanding how various underlying physical effects give rise to specific observational behavior. In particular, the analytical studies are helpful in revealing the explicit dependencies of the CMB spectra on cosmological parameters and possible degeneracies between them. There are several works in the field that extracted an analytical expression for the C XX , in a flat universe. In Refs. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] you can find all analytical spectra by considering the tensor perturbation as a source. Refs. [10, 11] gave the analytic calculation of the scalar mode temperature power spectrum in Newtonian gauge while Refs. [12, 13] gave the scalar mode analytic power spectra in synchronous gauge. Ref. [14] also gave a unifying framework for all spectra in both tensor and scalar modes. However, the analysis is still incomplete by lacking analytic expressions for the closed and open geometry. viewing these, we are going to perform a detailed analytic calculation of scalar mode (in synchronous gauge) temperature power spectrum C S T T, in a spatially closed background. We will apply some of the results and techniques developed in the study of the cosmic microwave background anisotropies in a flat spatial geometry to the * Electronic address: pedram.niazi@modares.ac.ir † Electronic address: ahabbasi@modares.ac.ir closed case and compare the consequences with that of numerical calculation and latest observational data. By applying a series of tolerable approximations that lead to a simple analytic formula for the CMB power spectrum, we provide transparent information about the dependencies of the CMB spectra on cosmological parameters. We extract an analytic formula for the closed universe temperature fluctuations by imposing the effect of curvature into the Boltzmann equation for the photons and using the line of sight method without using any recursion relations which used by others for numerical calculations. We derive this expression from a more geometrical approach, by following the photon trajectory from the last scattering surface until now in a spatially closed background. We also calculate the multipole coefficient analytically, in hydrodynamic limit and compare the result with numerical calculations and observational data.
In the following section, we give a brief overview of the perturbation theory in a spatially closed universe and its applications in the present paper. In section III, we extract the temperature fluctuations by following the photon trajectory from the last scattering surface in the spatially closed background. In section IV, we introduce the Boltzmann equation for the photons in the spatially closed background and extract the temperature fluctuations by using the line of sight integral method. The approach presented here for temperature fluctuations can also be used for extracting the polarization multipoles C S T E, and C S EE, from the Boltzmann equation. In section V, at first, we introduce a general formula for the temperature multipole coefficient in a closed background and then by considering that the evolution of cosmological perturbations is primarily hydrodynamics, among some other appropriate approximations, we extract an analytic formula for the temperature power spectrum C S T T, . In section VI, we plot the TT power spectrum curve extracted in section V using a realistic set of cosmological parameters and compare it with the numerical one by CAMB and also the curve from latest observational data (Planck 2015). Several interesting properties of CMB anisotropies are revealed in analytic expression along with the power spectrum dependence on cosmological parameters. We conclude the article by a brief review that remarks the main outcomes of this paper.
II. THE PERTURBATION THEORY IN A SPATIALLY CLOSED BACKGROUND; A SHORT REVIEW
The theory of the linear perturbations is an important part of the modern cosmology which explains CMB anisotropies and the origin of structure formation. There is enough references for this theory in a spatially flat universe and has been investigated for a spatially closed universe recently [15] . The perturbed metric is:
where g µν and h µν are the unperturbed metric and the first order perturbation, respectively. Note that g µν is the FLRW metric which in the comoving spherical polar coordinates can be written as
Perturbation in the metric leads to perturbation in the Ricci and energy-momentum tensor. We can decompose the metric perturbation and energy-momentum tensors into the scalar, vector and tensor modes from their transformation properties under spatial rotations and derive the field equations accordingly [15] . Decomposition into the scalar, vector and tensor modes of the metric perturbation and energy-momentum tensor would be as follows:
δT 00 = − ρ h 00 + δρ
where ∇ i is the covariant derivative with respect to the spatial unperturbed metric g ij (= a −2 g ij ) and H ij = ∇ i ∇ j is the covariant Hessian operator. All the perturbations A , B , E , F , C i , G i and D ij are functions of x and t which satisfy
On the other hand, all above perturbative quantities have been considered as random fields on S 3 (α) (a 3-sphere of radius α), because they are defined on a homogeneous and isotropic space [16, 17] . So they can be described by their Fourier transformation. There are many different Fourier transform convention, however here we are going to expand each mode of the perturbation fields in terms of the corresponding eigenfunctions of the LaplaceBeltrami operator. This operator reduces to the ordinary Laplacian in a flat background. In pseudo-spherical coordinates with the line element
one gets the following eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the Laplace-Beltrami operator:
where Π n (χ) is the hyperspherical Bessel function satisfying the following equation
In a flat background, the hyperspherical Bessel function reduces to the ordinary spherical Bessel function j (νχ). Also we introduce the generalized wave number in closed space q n as
We can expand the scalar perturbative quantity A(x, t) in terms of Laplace-Beltrami operator eigenfunctions as below:
This is the initial conditions that depend on the direction, not the perturbation itself, so a perturbation can be shown by a time-dependent normal mode A n (t) with an overall normalization factor α lm . A n m (t) just like A(x, t) is a scalar random field and one of the simplest statistics for it is the two-point covariant function denoted by A n m A * n m . Here means the ensemble average which equals the spatial average according to the ergodic theorem. The homogeneity and isotropy imply that
and for any scalar random field A, we will have
Also, we can decompose an arbitrary tensor random field using the scalar eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator and their covariant derivatives as follows
where A nT (t) and A nT L (t) are the trace and traceless parts of the tensor A ij respectively [18, 19] .
III. TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS BY FOLLOWING THE PHOTON TRAJECTORY
In this section we derive the scalar mode CMB temperature fluctuations by following the photon trajectory from the last scattering surface in a spatially closed background. We can write the perturbed metric in any specific gauge with g i0 = 0 in the form
A light ray travelling toward the center of the coordinate system from the directionn will have a comoving radial coordinate r related to t by
which gives
Now we make the assumption that the transition of cosmic matter from opacity to transparency occurred suddenly at a time t L of last scattering. With this approximation, the first-order solution of Eq.(9) in spatially closed background is
where
and sin −1 s(t) is the zeroth order solutions for the radial coordinate which has the value sin
If the light ray reaches r = 0 at a time t 0 , the Eq.(10) gives
A time interval δt L between the departure of successive light wave crests at the time t L of last scattering produces a time interval δt 0 between arrival of successive crests at t 0 given by the variation of Eq. (12):
where δu r γ is the radial velocity of the photon gas or photon-electron-nucleon fluid arises from the change with time of radial coordinate of the light source. The total rate of change of quantity
so Eq.(13) may be written as
which to first order gives the ratio of coordinate time intervals
But what we need is the ratio of the proper time intervals
which to first order gives the ratio of the received and emitted frequencies as
The temperature observed at the present time t 0 coming from directionn is
In the absence of perturbations, the temperature observed in all directions would be
So the fractional shift from its unperturbed value in the temperature observed coming from directionn is
For scalar perturbation h rr we have
also, the radial fluid velocity can be expressed in terms of velocity potential δu γ as
thus the scalar contribution to the temperature fluctuation is
It will be much more convenient to rewrite Eq. (20) so that each term in the integral being gauge invariant. For this purpose, we may use the identity
This gives for the integrand in Eq.(20)
Therefore the scalar temperature fluctuations may be written as
so, in synchronous gauge (where E = 0), temperature fluctuations may be expanded as
IV. TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS USING THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION FORMALISM
In this section we extract the temperature fluctuation again but this time from the Boltzmann equation. The Boltzmann equation that governs the evolution of the distribution of photons in phase space, can be written as
where n ij γ is the number density matrix for photons and C ij is a term representing the effect of photon scattering. Let us introduce the dimensionless intensity matrix as follows [20] 
One can gets the Boltzmann equation in terms of
where ω c (t) is the collision rate of a photon with electrons in the baryonic plasma and δu l (x, t) is the peculiar velocity of the baryonic plasma. The term containing δu l (x, t) will be added to the Boltzmann equation in scalar or vector modes. Now using the perturbation theory in a spatially closed universe, we expand the metric perturbations, J ij (x,p, t) and δu l (x, t) in terms of the eigenvalues of LaplaceBeltrami operator. The metric perturbation in scalar mode can be written as
where for the perturbative quantities A and B we can write
The plasma velocity can be expressed in terms of the velocity potential and then expand as
We may write the J ij (x,p, t) matrix as
Note that the trace J i i (x,p, t), which we will derive the temperature fluctuation from it, equals to
Also, we introduce the source functions ϕ n (t) and J n (t) as
In this particular coordinate (χ, θ, φ), the momentump for the photon coming from directionn will bê p = −n = (−1, 0, 0) = −e χ . 
Because of the conditionsp
Inserting all above relations in Eq.(27), one can show that the Boltzmann equation for the matrix J ij (x,p, t) yields two coupled Boltzmann equations for ∆ T n (t) and ∆ P n (t) aṡ
where again Π n (χ) is the hyperspherical Bessel function that has been introduced in section II. Steps for this derivation could be found in Appendix. For a photon coming from directionn we have dt = −a(t)dχ, so
By using above relations and also integrating by parts of Eqs.(29),(30), one can get the line of sight solution for ∆ T n (t) as
where t 1 is a time that we choose it to be sufficiently early, so that ω c (t 1 ) is much bigger than the expansion rate of the universe and t at any time after recombination. Also the line of sight solution for ∆ P n (t) would be
The temperature fluctuation at our position x = 0 and time t = t 0 can be written as
where the scalar contribution to the multipole coefficient a
By assuming that ω c (t) drops sharply at time t L from a value much greater than the expansion rate to zero (a sudden transition from opacity to transparency), the integral t0 t1 dt ω c (t) exp − t0 t dt ω c (t ) is non zero only in a narrow interval around t L . Also under the same assumption, the factor exp − t0 t dt ω c (t ) rise sharply from zero for time before recombination to unity for t > t L . Using above approximation and integrating by parts, one can show that a 
In local thermal equilibrium, photons are unpolarized and have an isotropic momentum distribution. Therefore similar to the flat case [20] we will have
δT n (t L ) T Using above relations and replacing the time derivative with a χ derivative using the relation
, one can derive the final formulas for the scalar mode temperature fluctuation as
∆T (n) T 0
This was also derived at the end of section III by following photon trajectories after the time of last scattering. At the next section, in order to extract a simple analytic formula for the multipole coefficient, we neglect the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect that is important only for relatively small values of , where cosmic variance set a limit on the accuracy with which we can measure the multipole coefficient.
V. TEMPERATURE MULTIPOLE COEFFICIENT AT THE HYDRODYNAMIC LIMIT
Now, we calculate the multipole coefficient of angular temperature correlations using the general formula for the temperature fluctuation derived at the end of the previous section. We can expand temperature fluctuation at some instant of time in terms of orthogonal functions Y n m (χ, θ, φ) as
where ∆T n m just like ∆T (n) is a scalar random field defined on S 3 (α). The mean value product of ∆T (n) with itself called the two-point covariance function and can be written as
On the other hand, homogeneity and isotropy imply that
so we can write the Eq.(39) as
By using the relation
For the multipole coefficient of angular temperature correlations we have
By inserting Eq.(42) into the above equation and using d 2n P (n.n ) P (n.n ) = 4π 2 +1 δ and χ = χ = χ L , one can show that
By comparing Eq.(38) with Eq.(36), the temperature multipole coefficient can be written as
where, as before
The hyperspherical Bessel function Π n (χ) satisfy
By introducing U n (χ) = Π n (χ) sin χ, above equation can be written in a more useful form as
that is suitable for employing the WKB approximation as follows. Dividing both sides of above equation with ( + 1), we have at large
Its solution has exponential behavior in regions where Q > 0 and oscillatory behavior when Q < 0. So for relatively large and n > sin χ , we have [21] 
where C is a normalization constant and will be determined so as to match the normalization of ordinary spherical bessel function in the flat space limit. So the WKB approximation of hyperspherical Bessel function Π n (χ) will be
−Q(t)dt + (51) By using above WKB aproximation, the multipole coefficient of temperature fluctuation takes the form
For large , the functions sin 
In order to find F n and G n in terms of known perturbations we notice that, until near the time of recombination, the rate of collisions of photons with free electrons was so great that photons were in local thermal equilibrium with the baryonic plasma, and so can be treated hydrodynamically. To be specific, in this section and forthcoming calculations we neglect anisotropy inertia.
In synchronous gauge, the energy-momentum and field equations govern the perturbations are [15] 
By considering Π S = 0, the equations format in non-flat universe is the same as that ones in flat universe, so we can use the results derived in [20] for the perturbations just by changing q 2 in to k 2 n = q 2 n − 1/α 2 for the spatially closed universe case. It is noted that for a closed universe with a very small amount of curvature, k n can be replaced by generalized wave number q n = n/α . By assuming the adiabatic mode for the perturbations, we will have
(57)
where T (κ n ), S(κ n ), ∆(κ n ) are time-independent dimensionless function of the dimensionless rescaled wave number κ n = √ 2 qn a EQ H EQ , called transfer functions. A detail expression for these functions could be found in [20] . Also R = 3 ρ B 4 ρ γ and Γ(t) is the acoustic damping rate. Also, the field equations govern the scalar mode perturbations in synchronous gauge are [15] 2KA−3 aȧȦ − 1 2
that gives the simple relation
Now we make the approximation that the gravitational field perturbations at last scattering are dominated by perturbations in dark matter density. So we can write above equation in terms of Fourier transform as
In the matter dominated era, we have a ∝ t 2/3 , ρ D ∝ a −3 , δD n ∝ t 2/3 and ψ n ∝ t −1/3 . So the right hand side of above equation will be time-independent and we haveȦ n = 0. Therefore using the definition for the field ψ n ,Ḃ n andB n can be written aṡ
Also, recalling ρ γ ∝ T 4 for unperturbed photon energy density, we find
Using above equations into the Eqs.(45b),(45c) gives the form factor F n and G n as
In order to recover the sudden transition from opacity to transparency assumption, we multiply sin and cos functions appeared in the form factors with a Gaussian probability function and average them in time [20] . The whole effect of this averaging is to introduce an additional
and introduce a new parameter d D called damping length as
We also introduce d H and
From the theory of inflation, we know R 
Also, the photon scattering by the free electrons produced by reionization process, can be shown simply as an overall damping factor exp(−2τ reion ) multiplied to the multipole coefficient [20] . Putting all above equations, the quantity quoted as scalar contribution to the multipole coefficient in the spatially closed universe is
while
and
Also, for the angular diameter distance of the surface of last scattering in spatially closed universe, we have
VI. TT POWER SPECTRUM; COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL RESULT AND OBSERVATION
At this section, we plot the scalar mode TT power spectrum derived from the previous section using the latest cosmological parameters and compare it with CAMB code result as a numerical calculation. In order to see how well all applied approximations work in practice, we shall calculate C S T T, for a realistic set of values for cosmological parameters extracted from a fit to data from latest observation Planck 2015. The cosmological parameters of this set are (TT+Lensing): [23] Ω M h 2 = 0.1416 Ω B h 2 = 0.02225
And n s = 0.9677
exp(−2τ reion ) = 0.8763
We take T 0 = 2.725K , Which yields Ω γ h 2 = 2.47 × 10 −5 , and by assuming three flavors of massless neutrino we have Ω R h 2 = 4.15 × 10 −5 . We will also adopt the parameters describing recombination as 1 + z L = 1090 σ t = 262 K t L = 370, 000 yrs By using above values we find 
and Eqs. (68), (69), (70), (75) 
Finally, based on Eq.(72), above parameters and sum over n until 10000, the scalar multipole coefficient power spectrum in closed universe with Ω k = −0.005 in comparison with numerical calculation based on the CAMB code [23] is shown in figure 1 . This figure shows that the overall profile of the analytic spectra agrees well with the numerical result for almost all . The peak positions are in very good agreement with numerical result while the peak heights agree with numerical curve to within 10% due to the approximations have been considered for this derivation (sudden transition from opacity to transparency and take the evolution of perturbations hydrodynamically) [19] . Just for comparison, the observational result from Planck is also given in figure 2 . In order to see how this formalism works for the bigger amount of Ω k , we consider the purely abstract amount of Ω k = −0.1 (while other parameters remain unchanged) and plot the result in comparison with numerical one in figure 3 . As it is clear from this figure, the overall result is same as small amount of Ω k , while the discrepancy for the peak heights between numerical and analytic curves has shifted to larger amount of . This can be understood as follows. In Eq.(72) the sum over n receives its greatest contribution from n ≈ sin χ L , so the Doppler term makes a relatively small contribution to the multipole coefficients and the sum over n will be dominated by the term proportional to R L . A greater Ω B correspond to a greater R L that gives the higher amplitude of C S T T, . This figure also shows that a greater Ω B shifts the location of peaks to larger . This is because a greater Ω B leads to lower sound speed C s of photon gas (hence a lower acoustic horizon distance d H ). so at a fixed frequency the corresponding wavelength q n suppressed. By the analytic result, this is evident from oscillating factors cos Figure 5 shows that smaller amount of Ω M enhance slightly the amplitude of C S T T, through transfer function S among a shift to higher through the phase shift in oscillating terms by transfer function ∆. In figures 4 and 5, the amount of Ω Λ has been changed in order to keep Ω K fixed. Figure 6 shows the dependence of C S T T, upon the scalar spectral index n s . As is seen, a lower value of n s yields a higher amplitude of C S T T, which is expected from analytic expression. The effect is most obvious around the first peak. Figure 7 shows that a longer recombination process (a greater σ t ) yields a lower amplitude of C S T T, and also more damping on smaller scales due to increasing the damping length d D . Figure 8 shows the ratio of analytic spectrum to the numerical one that is centered around 1 for ≤ 1000, showing a reasonable agreement between the analytic and numeric analysis on large and moderate angular scales.
VII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
We have examined the CMB anisotropies in a model with the spatially closed background. By considering adiabatic mode for the perturbations and considering a sudden transition from opacity to transparency, we extracted a formula for the scalar mode temperature fluctuation in a closed universe from two different methods. Also, an analytic formula for the multipole coefficient in a closed universe has been extracted. This gives a great insight into the problem by providing transparent information about the CMB anisotropies and it's dependence on cosmological parameters in a spatially closed background than other works at the field that gives a generally com- 
FIG. 8:
The ratio of the analytic spectra to numerical spectra for a closed universe with ΩK = −0.005 plicated formula more useful for computer calculations. This achieves by means of some approximations at the expense of lack of small accuracy. The first approximation we have made is assuming a sudden transition from opacity to transparency at a definite time t L , but of course the drop takes place during some finite interval of time, The next one is neglecting the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect that is important only for relatively small values of , where cosmic variance intrudes on measurement of C S T T, , the third main approximation we have made is considering the evolution of perturbation hydrodynamically and consequently neglect the anisotropy inertia. We also have made the approximation that the gravitational field perturbations at last scattering are dominated by perturbations in dark matter density. The procedure introduced for extracting temperature fluctuations from the Boltzmann equation using the line of sight integral method can be employed to extract the polarization of the cosmic microwave background and relevant multipole coefficients C S T E, , C S EE, . We compared the hydrodynamically extracted scalar mode temperature multipole coefficient power spectrum in the closed background with the result of CAMB as a numerical calculation and find a general agreement between the analytic and numeric analysis on large and moderate angular scales. As the major advantage of analytic expression, C S T T, explicitly shows the dependencies on baryon density Ω B , matter density Ω M , curvature Ω K , primordial spectral index n s , primordial power spectrum amplitude A s , Optical depth τ reion , recombination width σ t and recombination time t L that are not transparent in numerical codes.
